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JGTSCA
John Gardner Traditional
Small Craft Association

Welcome to

John Gardner
Traditional Small Craft
Association
Visit us at the Community Boat House:
Building #36
UCONN Avery Point
1084 Shennecossett Rd
Groton, CT 06340
Local: www.JGTSCA.org
www.facebook.com/JGTSCA
National: www.TSCA.net

We invite you to attend
one of our meetings, go for a row,
or get involved with our next
boatbuilding project.
Next Meeting: Sunday, March 4th
Potluck at 12:30PM,
Meeting to follow
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Small Craft Notes from Sharon
Brown: The Good Little Skiffs
Article by Sharon Brown
The Good Little Skiffs, 13'6" x 4’4”, WALDO HOWLAND, built 1995
(Mystic Seaport Museum E.2013.54), PETE CULLER built 1996 and
GEORGE KELLEY, built 1996 (see Bray, M., B. Fuller, & P. Vermilya,
2001, Mystic Seaport Watercraft Catalog, p. 55-56).

At the 1991 Small Craft Workshop Jonathan Boulware enjoys a turn at
the oars on AMIABLE, the family Good Little Skiff first brought to the
workshop in 1972 by her then owner Edgar F. Hanks. John Little of Old
Lyme, Connecticut built her in 1972 (Sharon Brown Photograph).

John Gardner extolled the Good Little Skiff design.“This rugged
little 13 1/2' flat-bottom, cross-planked skiff with her more than 4'
of beam is distinctive in several respects: for her able, seakindly
performance, her jaunty good looks, and not the least, for her
simple, inexpensive construction which makes her especially
attractive to the amateur builder. Here is a flat-bottom boat with
character in the real sense of that much abused word--her flaring
clinker sides, raking stern, well-rockered bottom and ample sheer,
all these unite to give a striking craft, one that rows and sails
equally well, that can navigate both in deep and shoal water and
that can ground out and sit upright on the beach without
damage” (1972 National Fisherman March).
Three Good Little Skiffs were built to R.D. ‘Pete’ Culler’s plans in
Mystic Seaport’s John Gardner Boat Shop by Barry Thomas and
Chris Rawlings. They were planked in white cedar with white oak
frames, thwart risers, chine logs, stem, and transom; hackmatack
breasthook and stern knees; and white pine thwarts and u-shaped
stern bench. The cross planked cedar bottom was fitted with an
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simple sprit rig is portable, the loose footed sail laced on the mast
and the sprit set in the snotter, the sheet lead through a grommet
on the line traveler secured with stopper knots in holes drilled in
the transom knees. Her Nat Wilson built cotton sail of about 70
square feet lifts her along in a breeze and she is rowed with
leathered 7 1/2' Culler designed straight bladed diamond crosssectioned oars of ash. Easy for all to row, she requires agility to
sail. Youth may prefer to abandon the short tiller and rudder and
stand in the stern sheets at the steering oar and balance her,
shifting weight to tack, or grandstand on a run over the flats on a
summer afternoon. The Good Little Skiff reflects Culler’s
philosophy that sail should be auxiliary to a good rowing boat and
simple, interesting options possible for propulsion (1978, Boats,
Oars and Rowing, International Marine, ME).

During the same workshop Ben Fuller steps
the mast of his Good Little Skiff built in 1976
by Fred Kemp of St. Michaels, Maryland;
following Pete Culler’s philosophy of
maintenance she has seen 40+ years of
active use (Sharon Brown Photograph).

Continued from page 1

oak skeg and built for sail with oak
centerboard. The hulls were
copper rivet and bronze screw fastened.
They have the rugged look of a Culler
design with a prominent stem. Topsides
flare to maximum beam forward of the
mid thwart, and to some eyes, a slight
powderhorn develops in the sheer line.
These are sailing models, but only
WALDO HOWLAND was launched ready
to sail and incorporated into the Friday
Boathandling Classes offered at Mystic
Seaport’s Boathouse (1988 through
2009). Fitted with two sets of rowlock
pads, the forward station is optional as
the thwart is not fastened. The mast is
stepped through the small forward thwart
and her transom fitted with pintle and
gudgeon for the rudder, and a notch for
sculling or steering with a long oar. Her

Rawlings painted the hulls in bright exterior latex colors of mauve,
yellow, and rose against a dark green sheer and rubrail with
contrasting bead of red or yellow. The inside hulls were grey and
the bottoms natural with Culler’s: oil turpentine mix. They were
named in honor of the three men who who met over boats and
played significant roles in perpetuating the design: Pete Culler
(1909-1978), Waldo Howland (1909-1998) and George Kelley
(1924-1999). Howland met Culler aboard his replica of Slocum’s
SPRAY in 1940 on the inland waterway in Fort Lauderdale and
subsequently hired him to design and build tenders for Concordia.
Fifty boats were built in Culler's shop and sold through Concordia
Co., Inc. of South Dartmouth (see John Burke, 1984, Pete Culler's
Boats, The Complete Design Catalog, International Marine,
Camden, ME). Many of Culler’s smaller designs have been
demonstrated on the water at Mystic's Small Craft Workshops. In
his 1988 book, A Life In Boats: The Concordia Years (Mystic
Seaport, Mystic, CT ), Howland acknowledged the breadth of
Culler’s skills as a skipper, stating he “not only knew when, where,
and how to cruise, but was himself an excellent ship's carpenter,
rigger, engine man, and, in an emergency, cook,” who sailed
professionally until 1961 when he turned to designing and
construction full time. Kelley’s friendship with Culler began after
seeing his ketch sailing off Hyannis in 1946. Culler’s Hyannis boat
shop was not on the water, and he kept his Swampscott Dory
DANCING FEATHER at Kelley’s shop on a clothesline mooring all
set to sail on summer afternoons. Two of Kelley’s sons were
steeped in his simple, practical ways of seamanship and
construction and built Culler boats while young teenagers.
In June 1970 the three men were among the 200 registrants at
the first Rowing Workshop organized by John Gardner and
colleagues at Mystic Seaport. Kelley brought L. FRANCIS the
Herreshoff double-paddle canoe which he built in 1965, and
Howland registered his traditionally built 15'9" JAVA, a crossplanked, vee bottom double ender with spritsail which he used as
a yawl boat to his 52' schooner INTEGRITY. Both JAVA (1958)
and INTEGRITY (1962) were designed and built by Culler who
registered DANCING FEATHER, which was built on “old molds” in
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variety of rigs pictured in his 1974 book, Skiffs and Schooners,
and a push pull tiller (Brown, S. 1997 Ash Breeze Fall; 1998
Winter).

Tied off in the railway, the Good Little Skiff
PETE CULLER, her interior painted out
with thwart diamond reflected in her oar
tips (Sharon Brown Photograph).
Continued from Page 2

Friendship, Maine about 1960. Her 17' 4"
x 4' 8" hull was fitted by Culler with a

In October of 1970 John Gardner organized a workshop follow up
meeting to“advance the cause of recreational rowing and better
rowing boats” to which Howland and Culler were invited. As
Howland describes (1979 Ash Breeze 2(3):4-6 ) they photocopied
a small booklet titled “The Good Little Skiff,” which comprised
Culler’s drawings for a 13'6" skiff and Howland’s handwritten text,
a little gem still coveted by attendees (available in the G.W. Blunt
White Library). In the water was a boat registered as a “Good
Little Skiff” owned by Seaport Staff member Michael D. Sturges,
Jr., Director of Education and built by Culler in 1967. John
Gardner described this hull in his January 1971 National
Fisherman column as "very similar to the one proposed by Culler
and Waldo Howland as a versatile pulling-sailing boat." This is
probably hull #15, the "13' yard skiff" listed by Burke (Ibid. p. 295,
Appendix C). This skiff was registered at the 1971 Small Craft
Workshop as a Good Little Skiff and Sturges wrote on his
registration form, "A Good Little Skiff. Designed and built by Pete
Culler. Purchased from the Concordia Co. in 1968. Rows well and
is an excellent boat for children." Although not rigged for sail she
was similar enough to be considered for demonstration purposes
at the October conference” (1971 NF Jan.; Brown, S. 1998 Ash
Breeze Winter). John’s March 1972 National Fisherman column
includes notice that a group of 10 Williams College students and
advisor Peter Gottschak, boarding on the JOSEPH CONRAD for
the month of January, were involved in a Winter Study Program
Mystic Seaport’s Frank Barlan demonstrates the fun one can have
sculling a Good Little Skiff, here on the downriver Sunday morning
excursion during the June 2009 John Gardner Small Craft Workshop
(Sharon Brown Photograph).
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on the museum grounds and in a first for
college programs, receiving credit for
building a 13' 6" Culler “Conco-skiff,”later
described as a Good Little Skiff [perhaps
in the Noyes Building!]. Many have since
been built and the plans which Kelley
made available to the public after
Culler’s death in 1978 are now available
from Ships Plans, Mystic Seaport,
thanks to a generous arrangement with
his family and widow, the late Ruth M.
(Perry) Kelley (1927-2011) of Hyannis.
In Culler’s words,“In a rowing boat you
will have an eye open for all sorts of mild
adventures, all of which are interesting
and give you a new outlook on areas
that once seemed commonplace or even
dull” (1978). To make room for visiting
boats during Small Craft Workshops in
the late 1990s the three skiffs were
usually tied off together in the railway on
Mystic Seaport’s Lighthouse Point. In the
morning light they presented an enticing
scene evoking fun and history inspired
by their namesakes. Watching young
volunteers step from one hull to another
to bail and untie their lines, and row the
skiffs toward waiting customers was like
seeing the 1971 stapled Good Little Skiff
booklet come to life.
John Gardner’s tribute to Culler shortly
after his death in late May 1978
included, “As a founder of the Traditional
Small Craft Association, a member of its
governing council from the beginning, he
spared no effort to promote wholesome
and sensible boating and to prevent its
strangulation by unneeded and illadvised bureaucratic regulation on state
and national levels” (1978 NF Aug.), a
concern that many in TSCA still hold. On
Howland’s visits to Mystic Seaport for
Trustee and Committee meetings he
often visited The Boathouse to check up
on the progress of building
improvements and bulkheads, and
posed for photographs while he rowed
the boat named for him. In 1993 he
donated his beloved elongated Good
Little Skiff, DIXIE BELLE built by Culler
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in 1971 (Acc. No. 1993.69.1; Mystic Seaport Watercraft Catalog,
p. 56) now housed in the Watercraft Hall in the Collections
Research Center. Howland was a moving force within the
Museum and championed the value of the waterfront setting,
formalized in his report “The River, The River, The River.” He was
a generous supporter of The Boathouse and mentor to staff and
volunteers.
The Good Little Skiffs PETE CULLER and GEORGE KELLEY, on
loan to the Hull Lifesaving Museum, are part of the small boat
livery they operate at Boston’s Rowing Center at Fort Point in
South Boston’s Seaport District. WALDO HOWLAND is still
available, 20+ years from her launch, to explore the Mystic River.
Many able handed souls made this possible, incorporating design,
construction, maintenance, pride of ownership, and purpose of
use within
seamanship. The
Good Little Skiff was
designed for fun, the
total engagement with
wood, water, and
wind.
Boathouse Volunteer
Erica Brown
demonstrates the ease
of handling and joy that
comes from simply
treating a friend to a row
along the riverfront in a Good Little Skiff (Sharon Brown Photograph)

In conjuction with the 2009 WoodenBoat Show, Ben Fuller demonstrates
sculling during a JGSCW program (Sharon Brown Photograph)
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Seaport members Ed and Barbara Hassman
prepare to rig LIL’BABE for a Beetle Cat rental on
the river with WALDO HOWLAND their tender
stowed for return to the mooring (Sharon Brown
Photograph).

Boatbuilder Emery Jackson rows out to LIL’BABE for the
Tuesday night 10 week summer Boathouse Beetle Cat
Racing Series (Sharon Brown Photograph).

Prior to haul out at the end of the 2010 Boathouse season
Volunteers Paul Morris and the late Ed Rothman help
Supervisor Jim McGuire suss out issues for winter
maintenance of PETE CULLER (Sharon Brown
Photograph).
GEORGE KELLEY and PETE CULLER
under shelter along the Plymouth Cordage
Co., Ropewalk (Sharon Brown Photograph).
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The Boathouse wall pictured here during 2018 winter maintenance reflects Mystic connections with the Good Little Skiff
including Bert Lachman’s photograph of PETE CULLER and GEORGE KELLEY in the railway, Waldo Howland’s gift of
the Nantucket Rainbow fleet poster, Nancy Howland’s photograph of Waldo Howland rowing his DIXIE BELLE in
Sanibel, Benjamin Mendlowitz’s photograph of Bill Sauerbrey sailing Ben Fuller’s Good Little Skiff, the Concordia Beetle
Cat poster, Sharon Brown’s photograph of Waldo Howland rowing the WALDO HOWLAND with a quote from his 1979
Ash Breeze article, Beetle Cats lining up for the start of Tuesday night race, and other images and associations
obscured by oars stacked for repair. George Kelley’s double paddle canoe L.FRANCIS (Acc. No. 90.147) hangs behind
the door (Sharon Brown Photograph).

Looking Aft: Last Year’s Activities:
February outing to Newport IYRS and Sachuest NWR hike
Woodenboat Show/Small Craft Workshop w/Afterglow rows and morning group rows, etc
Salmon River row/paddle
UConn 50th participation
Pine Island Cleanup participation
Club Dory refurbishing
Bill Armitage’s Guideboat’s new outriggers
Phil Behney’s Whitehall in shop
Rutherford & Nelson Oar-making - two pair of John DeLapp oars
Dan Nelson to Small Reach Regatta in Maine
Rutherfords and Spraggs to Mid-Atlantic Small Craft Festival and St Michaels, Maryland
Barton’s canoe and surfboard projects in shop
Salt Water Row, Paddle and Sail in September
Poquonock River Row and Paddle in October
Discussions with UConn regarding student involvement in new year 2018
Club end of year Holiday party at Custom House New London/ Matt Phillips presentation
New Board member elections
Refining of Club Bylaws
Connection established with East End Classic Boat Society (Amagansett, NY)
Solstice Row led by Phil Behney
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Notes from our President:
Greetings as we move into the New Year! I want to touch base and let you know some of the thoughts
we discussed at our recent Board Meeting, specific to activities upcoming.
The Small Craft Weekend at WBShow is on, as is the September Row/Paddle/ Sail (probably at
Poquonnock again).
We also anticipate high likelihood of the following:
-Bristol RI/Herreshoff Museum (probably Summer)
IYRS possibly again, maybe in the early Spring
-Pine Island cleanup/Earth Day, with UConn hopefully
-Full Moon messabout(s) (Phil’s idea, there could be several; just have to look at the lunar calendar
and give it a go)
-Learn to Row Day
-Visit with Russell Smith at the Thames River Chapter
-Xmas Custom’s House meet
-Start a “traditional” build: Pete Culler’s GoodLittleSkiff is likely candidate: some of us would really like
to get our hands into peening over some rivets and experiencing the wonders of sailing! A flat
bottoms, but with some rocker and flare, and a good dash of plank twist, cross planked. Eye candy for
enticing new members too!
We also discussed the thought of exploring ideas of how we might engage the interest of non-handson-boats folks. People who maybe can no longer participate so fully in construction or use of small
boats, but who could find interest in bringing there talents to the club, to include things like artistic,
writing, organizational,, educational, etc talents and inclinations. Just want to try to more fully explore
this and see what might be able to dream up. The idea being to broaden folks’ opportunities and
reasons to want to participate. I believe this might still be done while at the same time fulfilling all
TSCA goals. It could in fact greatly benefits these goals. It deserves to be explored.

Looking ford to a great year; see you at Building 36!
Dane Rochelle, President
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Our New Build:
As discussed by the membership and
agreed to in our February meeting,
we are planning to build Culler’s
Good Little Skiff - See Sharon
Brown’s lead article and Dane
Rochelle’s above comments. Here
are some drawings, courtesy of
Mystic Seaport’s Ship’s Plans
department; these may be viewed on
the Seaport website. We also
purchased a detailed set to be used
in layout and construction. She’s a
beauty…..
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Solstice Row

It was a dark and chilly evening of the
shortest day of the year when three
Avery Point Dories and the Susan B.
Holland quietly approached the Small
Boat Livery at Mystic Seaport. They
were on their annual Solstice Row. Led
by Phil Behney and John Hacunda in the
Susan B. and followed by Dan Nelson,
Dane Rochelle and Ben Ellcome and
Shirley Iselin in Dories. They paused for
a rest at their northernmost point, having
rowed all the way around the point from
Mystic Shipyard East. As the sun was
setting, they did not pause long, quietly
heading back to Mystic where, just below
the bridge, boats were quickly pulled,
loaded in Phil’s pickup and hauled crosslots back to their resting place near
Shipyard East. Time was of the essence
because others were already gathering at
the Harp and Hound for some warm food
and cold beer. Waiting to join in the
festivities were Rob Pittaway, Bill
Rutherford, Brian Cooper, David Tang,
Steve Barton and Bill Armitage. Phil says
the Pub photo is fuzzy because of his cell
phone; the Guiness had nothing to do
with it.
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'Precious Cargo (or How to Name Your Ship)'
by
Capt. Arthur Nelson
I am the Captain of a Great Ship. We have sailed
countless miles, uncovering corners of the World
as yet unseen by all but a few hardy explorers
before us. We have been blessed with, and
savored, the satisfactions and comforts of wonder
and solitude and discovery. Our voyages have
spanned vast distances, and taken us to strange
and wondrous places, in winds and seas both fair
and foul.
One recent voyage took us far to the east, to a
land of bright and shiny things, where the natives
display their wealth with guarded
conspicuousness. Their things are quite visible,
though they themselves are not. Aphrodite
herself guards the harbor, coyly turning her back
to approaching vessels. The ice cream is good in
this place, and is a treat not to be missed.
That same voyage offered us a chance to witness menacing storm clouds en route, great dark stirrings as if the inverted
surface of a boiling witch's cauldron of tar, starkly highlighted by the rays of our setting Sun as they reached under to
reassuringly remind us of Its presence, as nightfall approached inevitably. Would we make it back to our home safely
before darkness descended, if at all? We kept plugging along, ghosting past a coast-wise monastery as we approached
safe harbor again, having leapt the abyss which lies between the Land of Bright and Shiny Things and our own Humble
Homeland.
Yet another recent voyage took us southeasterly, to a cove where the golden sands gently rose to softly kiss our keel.
The waters there remain clear all year long, unlike the darker depths more typical of the surrounding seas, and the
rimming rushes, and whispering wings of the local inhabiting herons, caress one's ears and release one's spirit
gracefully. Exhalations.
Then to the west, around and past several great and lesser headlands, toward the mouth of the Thames estuary, where
dark, faceless vessels slip out to the deep Sea, silently, discreetly. Every
moment in the existence of these ships is, quite literally and in so many relevant
ways, a serious matter of life and death, and none to be taken lightly. If ever a
crew knows this, certainly they must. We give them wide berth.
A day's sail even further west brings us to another estuarine delta, framed by
great marshes and punctuated by sweeping, swirling clouds of black birds above
these same salt-grasses, moving as if tied to the conducting fingertips of Edgar
Allen Poe himself! The river which serves this delta runs from so far north that it
must find another country to begin in. Sherlock Holmes would have done well to
have discovered all its mysteries in just one lifetime, or several. History indeed
shows that Holmes did investigate at least a small portion of this great Artery
nearer to its lower regions, and for a time even called it home. The evidence is
plain to see, if you know where to look and have an instinct for such things.
There is, too, a Mystical River along this coastline we have thus far ranged,
which holds treats to occupy one's curiosity for days or even a lifetime. Its
spiritual entertainments continue to surprise and reawaken me every season,
with new revelations, and refreshing insights into old ones. Geological change
and spiritual evolution, along this stretch, can each become apparent upon
reasonably close inspection.
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The mouth of this river has remained my favorite playground and classroom, and its soul and inhabiting characters my
greatest teachers throughout my life. It was upon a bank above this bay one clear evening in my youth that I first wittingly
made acquaintance with the Pleiades and Orion, and on its offshore islands with solitude and a notion of self-reliance,
and with the usefulness and meaning of '7x50', and of reflection and perspective.
These characters and teachers I refer to are worth listing, and so I will, to wit: the Weather moods, the waterspouts, the
prevailing breeze, the lightning bolts, the late-afternoon sunlight's glint; the ledges, their tidepools, their glacial erratics;
our mudflats, my bare feet, the baby flatfish, the sand fleas (nothing to fear); the Herons, the Gulls, the Cormorants, the
Guppy schools; the old boatshops (which are no more), the old ships' knees, their keelsons, their iron drifts, and the old
four-masted schooner carcass my Uncle Charles, pipe at mouth and hand in hand, introduced me to (all these too are
long gone); old Tommy and his beagle greeting me hoarsely, daily, and with a great open smile, eyes squinting tightly to
make more room for his welcoming, laughing, “Hello, young fella!”, then opening widely again to see my same in return;
retired Merchant Mariner Tony swimming distances some said he should have stopped swimming long ago (and finally
did...); Mom doing the same until she could no longer. Her grand, stylized backstrokes were a thing to behold and
admire, for those blessed with this rare privilege. Cherished, tugging Memories.
I did not yet mention the size of this, my Great Ship. Is a Great Ship only something large in physical size? Or could it be
rather something better assessed by what it can carry, more precisely what it can bring to our experience, to our hearts,
and what it can stir in our imaginations?; its 'Spiritual Gross Tonnage', if you will allow me this momentary morphing of a
strictly technical shipping term. This 'S.G.T.' might be considered the larger, more valuable index, for some, and so it is
for me.
As such, if you must know (and you must), this Great Ship I am referring to was, in its time, my shipping-crate raft with
bedsheet squaresail and broomstick spars; it was my 12-foot second-hand plywood punt with leaking seams which taught
me the pleasures and values of bailing daily; it is our classic (antique?) Boston Whaler which is almost as old as I am;
and, it is our humbly weathered, workboat-petina'd, tea-stained mainsail'd, 14-foot Cape Cod catboat, which is just the
way we like it, I might add! It too, is almost as old as I am. (Are our boats a reflection (or resonance?) of some key part
of ourselves? We make the boats, and the boats in turn make us? Food for thought to fill some future afternoon
underway...)
Alas, 'Ship' is a singular reference, and so I offer this reconciliation: All these vessels, and numerous others along the
way, individually and taken as a whole, were for me the embodiment of that Great Ship I have referred to from the start of,
and throughout, this discourse. And so, what of a name for this Great Ship, to suit and honor its purpose, and its patron?
Let us ponder, for a moment, the whole of what a 'ship' really is, for a ship is not just a hull, but also its crew, and its
purpose, and its ability to inspire dreams and new adventures. Perhaps, I would be inclined to name this Great Ship after
a king or a queen, or a constellation, or an honorable ambition, but why not instead name it after its very precious cargo?
Why not?, indeed!
And so...
It is with great pride and unbounded joy, that
with the powers vested in me as your
Captain and Crew, I hereby christen You,
this Great Ship of mine, 'IMAGINATION!'.
(cue the Champagne breaking against the
stem here, as streamers and confetti fly and
the crowds holler and hurrah!)
Together we will head out to Sea, and a fine
ship we will be!
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Upcoming Events:
Mystic Seaport Ship Modelers: Saturday, March 10th at 10 am, second floor of the John Gardner
Boatshop. Hans Berger will be demonstrating Thermal Forming (Vacuum forming) small plastic
parts at home. Contact Bob Andrle smallyachtsailor@gmail.com

Mystic Seaport’s Exhibitions, Programs, Workshops and Camps: Visit MysticSeaport.org/
Calendar:
* Easy Introductory Celestial Navigation: March 3rd & 4th
* Coopering for Beginners: March 5th
* Introduction to Coastal Weather: March 10th
* Syma Ebbin: Native Fisheries in the Pacific Northwest: Adventure Series March 15th
* Celestial Navigation in the Age of Sail: March 17th & 18th
* Modern Celestial Navigation: March 24th & 25th
* Traditional Music Class: Ballads, Chanteys and Songs of the Sailor: March 31st
* Captain Jack Spratt’s Fishers Island Boat Tours: April 7th-May 30th
* Viking Treasures from Uppsala Univ., Sweden: May 19th - September 30th
* Fundamentals of Traditional Norse Boatbuilding: May 31 - June 3rd
* Boatbuilding: build a Bevins Skiff in a week) - Sorry, guys, ages 10-14: June - August
* Adult Sailing Classes: Beginner & Intermediate: Saturdays & Sundays, July & August

And this just in from Bill Stirling: the Cape Cod TSCA Chapter Spring Row will be May 19th, 11
am-3pm with launching of boats starting around 9:30-10 am. Smaller boats can be launched from
the beach; larger, heavier boats launched at a ramp at the head of Lewis Bay/Hyannis Harbor. They
will meet at Kalmus Beach in Hyannis, just south of the Kennedy Memorial. Kalmas beach is a point
of land at the entrance to Lewis Bay which provides two beaches to operate from depending on
wind speed and direction. What a great way to start the Season!

John Gardener Small Craft Workshop: June 22nd - 24th Don’t forget our own Workshop at the
WoodenBoat Show. Information is now posted on the Seaport website Calendar. Registration
starts April 1st. Plan to come, bring your boat, try out others’, share a skill and enjoy the Show.
We’ll be adding advance registration this year as well as planning afternoon sails on the river in
addition to our usual morning rows. Plus, of course, our usual Chapter BBQ Saturday evening.
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View from the Side Deck:
The blinking beacon of New London Light illuminates the far side of the river this dark, cold winter’s evening.
It is winter, snow is on the ground and the wind is chill, even though highs tomorrow are predicted to be in
the 50’s. There is activity in the Shop: UConn student Maggie Waldron is busy fashioning a pair of oars
under the able tutelage of Bill Armitage and Dan Nelson, among others who happen by. Maggie chose this
as her Capstone project; as advised by Professor Matt McKenzie. We were asked to assist and what a
privilege it is to work with a fine young person like Maggie as she contemplates a career in the Maritime
industry; what better way to start!
You may notice a few new approaches in this issue: Sharon Brown leads us off with her very thorough,
almost academic description of Pete Culler’s Good Little Skiff; her articles are a real treat! Directly following
are notes from our new President, Dane Rochelle, where he lays out a prospective course for us for the New
Year including winter trips, spring cleanups, summer sails fall paddles all capped by our traditional holiday
gathering at the Custom House. Hidden in there is the suggestion we embark on a traditional “Build”. You
guessed it: a Culler Good Little Skiff! Membership approved and plans have been purchased from the
Seaport. Come join the fun in Building 36.
We are such an active group, I could not resist a review of activities accomplished the last year. I hope you
enjoyed the look back. Perhaps some memories brought a smile or two. And since it is winter, a time of
contemplation, we included a report of past summer sails to spark your imagination as you plan next summer
sails of your own. And please be advised that the nom de plume this time is not that of your editor but of our
new leader, celebrating becoming a first step Captain of the real Maritime variety. See if you can identify
some of the mystical locales to which he refers as he sails our own Fishers Island Sound.
Finishing off, we report on Phil Behney’s Solstice Row. Great fun, even if you only showed up in the Pub
after the row (as did I). Next issue we’ll get back to reporting on Boatshop activities including those in your
own garage or basement (drop us a line) and include a Calendar for the year.
Meanwhile, dream about Fair Winds and far away places. See you down at the Shop.
Best Regards,
Bill and Karen Rutherford
smallcrafter@gmail.com
860-222-5249

This month’s Nautical Quote:
“Rowing is like life. We don’t know
where we’re going, but we have a
clear view of where we have been” anon
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